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that means it is a collection of standards from various
specialized organizations (for example IMS1 and AICC2 ).
The SCORM Content Aggregation Model[5](CAM) is the
standard devoted to deﬁne how to aggregate content to form
a SCORM package.
On the other side, the Uniﬁed Modeling Language is a
general visual language for systems modeling, widely used
for software design and documentation, whose speciﬁcations
are published and updated regularly by a not-for-proﬁt
computer industry consortium called OMG3 . In its current
version it is deﬁned as a metamodel, representing the abstract syntax of modeling languages in general: any element
derived from the metamodel with a legitimate extension
mechanism is a legitimate UML element.
Structural UML diagrams have been proposed to model a
course content (in [6] a course may be seen as an aggregation
of lectures, tutorials, assessments and additional resources),
but without any information on the type of allowed navigation - that is on the behaviour of the system. Using SCORM
2004 as a reference, we modeled course structure, together
with Flow and Choice routing options and skippable or not
content.

Abstract—Standards are essential to guarantee reusability
and interoperability of e-learning content. Course designers
should use standards in each step of the production of a learning unit, including documentation and drafting. While UML
diagrams have already been proposed in web-based e-learning
modeling, the navigational (dynamic) and structural (static)
aspects have been kept separated. We propose the use of a
UML proﬁle that, together with course structure, semantically
expresses different possible choices in user learning path. A
real world application to a University course is presented.
Keywords-SCORM, Content Aggregation Modeling, UML
proﬁle, Structural Diagram, Behavioural Diagram.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In a rapidly changing world, the life cycle of a didactic
content is every day shorter and the traditional atomic view
of courses, together with the the proliﬁcation of proprietary
Learning Management Systems (LMS), imply that much of
the effort put in the realization of a learning experience goes
lost in obsolescence: standards are needed to allow content
reusability and to lower the production cost and time for
courses. Needless to say, documentation is the backbone
of quality, and a standard and easy to interpret modeling
language is essential for teachers to design and document
courses prior to their publication in any LMS.
The Uniﬁed Modeling Language (UML) has been used
to model different aspects of SCORM in many ways and
contexts. In [1] standard and extended UML diagrams are
applied to represent artifacts created during the development
of SCORM-conformant contents; in [2] a SCORM course is
divided into sequencing objects using modelling notation.
In[3] a study is proposed to create a visualized online
simple sequencing authoring tool (VOSSAT) that provides
an easy-to-use and Web-based interface to help instructors
edit existing SCORM-compliant content packages.
In this paper we propose the use of an extension of the
UML to model both structure and navigation of a SCORM
compliant course in the same diagram.

III. S TEREOTYPES FOR MODELING SCORM CONTENT
A proﬁle is a stereotype of a package containing a
set of model elements appropriately tailored for a speciﬁc
domain or purpose. Typically it is obtained by extending the
metamodel using one or more of the allowed pre-deﬁned
mechanisms: stereotypes, tagged values and constraints.
The following proﬁle deﬁnes a set of stereotypes used for
the intuitive description of a course design and navigation.
Asset (Fig. 1a). An atomic fragment in a learning object.
SCO (Fig. 1b). A Shareable Content Object (SCO) is
a launchable learning object (resource) that communicates
with the Run Time Environment.
Content Aggregation (Fig. 1c). A conformant e-learning
content packaged, deployed to, and delivered via any
SCORM compliant LMS.

II. E- LEARNING AND MODELING STANDARDS
The Shareable Content Object Reference Model [4]
(SCORM) is a collection of speciﬁcations for web-based elearning. It is a reference model, not a standard by itself,
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V. C ONCLUSION
Easy to use, expressive and powerful visual languages are
invaluable in all steps of design process, and the extensive
use of standards is the only way to guarantee reusability and
interoperability of learning content. We have proposed a diagram based on UML that allows the intuitive description of
a course structure and navigation pattern, using an extension
of the aggregation association. The integration with the well
known SCORM reference model makes the diagram widely
usable.

(g)

Figure 1. (a) Asset. (b) SCO. (c) Content Aggregation. (d) Learning Unit.
(e) Cluster. (f) Free aggregation and skippable free aggregation. (g) Sorted
aggregation and skippable sorted aggregation.

Learning Unit (Fig 1d). A learning unit may be seen as
an aggregation of SCOs.
Cluster (in Fig 1e). A cluster is a specialized form of a
learning activity that has sub-activities.
Free aggregation and skippable free aggregation (Fig.
1f). An aggregation in which the user can choose the order
to follow in completion of activities.
Sorted aggregation and skippable sorted aggregation
(in Fig. 1g). An aggregation in which the user is forced to
follow a predeﬁned order in completion of activities.
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